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Placement Center:
Some Plans and Ideas

December 11,1971

'Bring Me Men
To Munch My
Mountains'

One of the most important offices on campus
is the Hastings Placement Center--at least as it
relates to our future careers. In light of the
office's importance, we talked to Wyanne Bunyan,
Director of Placement, to find out hwat the center is doing in terms of recruitment, what problems it faces, and what goal,l it may have for
bettering its service.

by
Martin Milas

San Bruno Mountain is the one just south of
San Francisco which proudly proclaims to the
world, "South San Francisco: The Industrial City'
It is also graced with a crown of radio transmitting towers. Brom a distance and up close it
is undeniably ugly. But is just happens to be
The biggest problem currently faced by the the last piece of open space in northern San
placement center is bugetary. Mrs. Bunyan pro- Mateo County, and it is the only land remaining
Jects that at its current level of expenditure,
in the entire penninsula which is essentially as
the center will have spent its allocated 1971it was before Sutter struck gold. It is the home
1972 budget by April, and little relief is in
of over 100 exotic forms of plant life, several
of which are unique. The same is true of the
sight for 1973-1973, since this latter budget
is set at a leve comperable to this years fund- mountain's animal life. But all of this is soon
to be changed if the Crocker Land Company, a
ing.
division of the Foremost-McKesson Corp. gets its
way.
According to Miss Bunyan, its only in the
last three years that Hastings has had what
On November 3, it presented to the San Mateo
could be called a full-time placement office.
The office staff, including director, consists 0 LAFCO (Local Agency Formation Commission) its
plans to develop the 3,600 acre parcel. It was a
three persons. To this meager staff falls the
task of trying to implement some of the follow- rather impressive public relations effort, complete with nine square foot blow-up photographs,
ing programs.
colorful plastic contour maps and seemingly ,end CLERKSHIP COMMITTEE. Unlike many other law less sources of data all purporting to demonstra
that San Mateo County could not live without
schools, there Is no established legal clerkship committee at Hastings. When set up by the "Visatacion Rancho."
placement center, such a committee would have
However, a few disconcerting facts were rethe task of keeping in contact with judges
vealed. Instead of the 316 acre county regional
throughout the state, thus facilitating placement of students as judicial clerks. At present park that is part of the county master plan,
Crocker would "dedicate" a 70 acre piece. This
the placement office has written to every fedland is largely on slopes which approach and
eral judge in California regarding clerkship
exceed 45 degrees. The county master plan calls
itions, and is in the process of writing to
for approximately 1,000 acres as open space.
state judges. However, with the limited manCrocker purports to set aside that amount, but
power available to the placement office, it is
Nhen questioned about what guarantees there would
projected that it will take at least another
be to keep it open space (albeit almost all on
year to contact all of the state judges.
slopes exceeding 45 degrees) the company representatives
became evasive and offered little to
LEGAL TEACHING POSITIONS. Miss Bunyan
rebut the presumption that they merely intend to
pOinted out that law schools throughout the
jelay the costlier development of these slopes
country hire recent law school graduates for
Jntil a more fortuitous time.
positions in their legal research and writing
departments. Within the limitations of the
Presently the land is zoned agricultural
placement office's man-power shortage, contact
er
county jurisdiction, but if LAFCO approves
is being made with the:::e law schools in an atthe
plan,
permission would be given to one of the
tempt to place Hastings students in the available teaching positions. ' In addition, the place surrounding cities to annex it. Some of the
ment center is attempting to establish a program cities are quite anxious for this to happen, beuse the carrot that Crocker is dangling before
whereby recent graduates from Commonwealth uniis an industrial park which would return
versities and graduates from Hastings will each
zable tax revenues. Unfortunately there doesn
spend one to two years in exchange teaching
em to be a strong countering concern over the
positions. Again however, the placement center'
ost
of installing and maintaining all of the
lack of personel has meant that only 1/3 of the
ervices
related to a high denSity community of
Commonwealth universities have as yet been con,000 new- people.
tacted.
Continued on Page 3
Continued on Page 2
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by
Jim Bunnell

Tuesday night, December 20, the Student
Council of the Associated Students of Hastings
George Beiler, Carol Brill, Dennis Holahan
passed its 1971-1972 budget. In a session lastGrant Kolling, Lind. Ludlow.... ••••••••• •••••
ing some five hours, $7557 was allocated
Contributing Editors
to various campus organizations. Thj!Cf1
money came from the accumulation of
..
The HASTINGS LAIl NEWS is the newsp.per of the students ,of the $5 student fees all students pay
ｾ＠
H•• ting. College of the Law. The p.per's purpose is to
at the beginning of the school year. V
reflect •• completely .s .po.sible the .ttitudes. interｾｨ･＠
meeting was chaired by memf
ests, and opinions of our ｣ｾｩｴｹＮ＠
To help .chie"
bers of the A. S. H. Finance
_, I
this goal .ubll1ssions should be _de to: Editor, Bastings Icormnittee, who had preｾＢＩｖﾣ＠
Law News, 198 McAllister Street. San Francisco. CA 94102.
tviously interviewed memｾ｣＠
.
. ｾ Ｎ＠ - : . . -.......----------+Ib:ers of organized student
CIt
C'
continued from page 1
ｾｲｯｵｰｳ＠
interested in receiving A.S.H. funds. Representatives from those
ｾｲｯｵｰｳ＠
also participated in the final budget meet-

Placement Center:
Some Plans and Ideas

ｾｮｧＮ＠

The A.S.H. Council allocated $1252 for its
This allocation included
ｾｯｮ･ｹ＠
for two typewriters, a mimeograph machine,
ｾｮ､＠
a telephone. These are to be available to
ｾｬ＠
campus organizations for their administrative
use. A part of the $1 2 52 will also go to pay two
office helpers.
A breakdown of the budget is as follows:

pwn office expenses.

CONTACT WITH SMALL FIRMS. As personel and
funding lImItatIons allow, the office is ｡ｴ･ｭｰ｟ｾｯｲｫＭｳｵ､ｹ＠
ing to contact every firm in California employing 10 or fewer people, with an eye toward lining up surruner jobs for Hastings students. Mrs.
A.S.H. Arts & Recreation Cormnittee . • • . $ 154
Bunyan stresses that when dealing with these
A.S.H. Office. • • . • . • . • . . • . •
1252
smaller firms, it is imperative that the place- A.S.H. Public Affairs Cormnittee. • • . .
86
ment office make the initial contact, since
Asian Law Students Organization. • • • .
480
these small firms generally do not have the funds Black Law Students Association . • • • .
576
which enable recruitment for surruner positions.
California Public Interest Law Center. ••
96
In line with this attempt by the placement ｯｦｩ｣･ｾｨ｡ｮ＠
Law Students ASSOCiation. . . • •
576
to recruit employers, rather than waiting for ｴｨ･ｾｩｬ､＠
Care Center. • • • . • •• . . • •
432
employers to recruit at Hastings, the placement ｾｮｶｩｲｯｭ･ｴ｡ｬ＠
Law Society • . •• • • . •
450
office is also contacting county offices ｴｨｲｯｵｧＭｾ｡ｩ｟ａｳ｢ｹ＠
Legal Project. •• . • . •
528
out the state. This latter,lrogram however, re- lHastings Law News • . • • • . •• • • • •
1440
mains on the "drawing board due to the office's ｾ｡ｳｴｩｮｧ＠
Trial Lawyers Association. • ••
129
man-power-money shortage.
Hastings Women's Union. • . • . • • • • •
595
Health
Panel
•
•
••
•
.
•
•
•
•
.
•
•
•
48
NON-LEGAL JOBS. No effort is presently be- HICAP • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
67
ing made to recruIt non-legal jobs, since preNational
Lawyers
Guild.
•
•
•
••
•
•
•
•
379
sent facilities barely allow an adequate cover- ｾ･ｮｩｯｲ＠
Class Party. . • • . • • • • . •
77
ing of openings in the legal field.
ｾ＠ po rt s . . .
• • • • • • • • • • • . • • _ _.=.1,9=..2
TOTAL
$7557
OUT OF STATE EMPLOYERS. Active recruitment
with out of state employers is virtually nonexistant. When an out of state employer contacts
Hastings on his own initiative, Mrs. Bunyan in
turn inquires what other openings might be available in that area. Beyond this however, the
placement office does not recruit out of state.
Mrs. Bunyan does point out that for students
interested in working out of California, the
greatest need for attorneys is found in the mid
and south-western ｾｴ｡･ｳＮ＠
ＮＬｾ＠
__

--------------
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Stuff

I

-

LAKE'S
LAW
BOOKS

Food
LOUIS', 902 Point Lobos Avenue, S.F. Open
everyday until 5:30. Just above the over-priced
tourist-entrapped Cliff House on Point Lobos
Avenue, you will find Louis' Restaurant. Louis'
is something out of the past, reminiscent of
1950's diners where you can sit for hours with
a fantastic view of the Pacific and the seals.
If you like hiking around at Land's End on Sunday mornings, Louis is a perfect place to go for
a big breakfast that shouldn't cost you much
more than a dollar. Although they close by ＵＺＳＰｾ＠
p.m., you can go there before then for a full
dinner (the highest price is $2.75) and catch th
sunset.
Page 2
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Complete Selection
of Books & Supplies
Your Credit is still good at Lakes!
Open Saturdays until noon
138-142 McAllister St.
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Procedures for
Registratiol1 Changes

I

• ......... LaHars
"" ...

--

ｾ＠

I

Editor:
I am a member of the Registration C
which had all the 1st and 2d year st . ｾｭｩｴ･Ｌ＠
the Course Preference Poll for next ｾＺ＠
s ｾｴｵｲｮ＠
results of this poll have now been compiied :nd
some are quite unsettling, considering the 'resent state of course planning at Hastings. p

The Student-faculty Registration Committee
has directed its attention to the procedures for
adding and dropping courses. A survey of procedures at Davis, USF, Berkeley, and Stanford
law schools was conducted, and it was found that
unlike Hastings, none of these schools charges
any extra fee for changing courses during the
first two weeks of the semester.

The following proposals have been made and
are now before the administration for action:
More sections than are presently offered
.D (1) that students at Hastings be able to add or
drop courses during the first 2 or 3 weeks of
be required to accQnodate all students in the wi
the semester without ｡ｮｾ＠
special charge; (2)
courses they want to take. For example 302
that there be a fee of $3 to $5 after this time
students indicated they want to take ａ､ｾ｡ｮ｣･＠
for adding courses; (3) that students be able to
Criminal Procedure, 542 for Constitutional Law
713 for Corporations, and 445 for Tax I. But I, add a course on the OK of the professor during
the first 5 or 6 weeks of the semester; (4) that
there is a possibility that enough sections will
a student be allowed to drop a course at any
not be provided for all students.
time without extra fee; (5) that the time perioru
be kept flexible if special circumstances arise.
Dean Riegger, Associate Dean and Registrar
has indicated that he is in no way sure that
'
there will be enough sectIOns, and that ｾｒ･ｧﾭ
istration Conmittee might have to plan on a ｲ･ ｾ＠
suIting overload problem. Dean Riegger is not
responsible for curriculum planning or hiring
professors, but he feels (1) that at present
there are not enough professors at Hastings to
let all students take the courses they want and
(2) that there may not be enough money to hire
During this academic year, the EnVironmenta1
them.
Law"Society has been formulating plans to publis
an Environmental Law Bullitin." These plans are
This problem results form two things:
the
now nearing reality. Minimal amounts of money
large 1st year class admitted this year, and the
elimination of all required courses for 2d and 3d have been acquired, and final organizational
meetings will take place in the next two weeks.
year students. Both of these problems should
have been recognized by the Administration, and
The idea behind the "Bullitin" is to deadvance planning done to meet them. But it apemphasize
a ｳ｣ｨｾｬ｡ｲｹ＠
format, while not sacripears that the Administration may have failed
ficing
scholarship.
The
Law Journal does an exagain.
cellent job in its issues-aevoted to environ-

Environmental
Law Bulletin

mental law. But environmental law is a fast
moving subject matter which requires constant attention to keep abreast of changing conditions
The function of the "Bull1tin" will be to do ｪｾｳｴ＠
that.
It will feature timely articles written in
popular form.
Only absolutely necessary footnotes will be included (the original texts with
footnotes will be kept on file for reference
purposes.) Since virtually all environmental law
Now is the time for Dean Anderson to act, if is statutory, the "Bullitin" will also feature
the situation is to be at least alleviated.
Now summaries of the latest legislation and accounts
is the time to shift the present faculty from
of proposed and defeated legislation.
less popular courses to new sections of courses
students want.
Now is the time to try to get ｭｯｾ＠
Law students will be the primary source of
noney from Sacramento for the budget or to adjust articles.
Invitations have been sent to Boalt
the present budget to provide more money for
Stanford and USF. Law students, in the course' of
faculty.
Now is the time to plan to shift the
a seminar or independent research project, are in
professors from the extra section for the 1st
a unique position for investigating the most reyear, which will have a reduced enrollment next
cent developments in the field of environmental
year, to new sections of Corporations and Tax.
law, and so special attention will be given to
resulting from such investiIf Hastings is a first rate school then this articles and ｰ｡ｾｲｳ＠
gation.
is the least we can expect. Or will we again
learn that Hastings, despite its famous faculty,
Students interested in participating either
provides only a second rate legal education?
as staff or contributors can get more information
at the Environmental Law Society meeting. Time
Thomas A. Haeuser, II-C
and place of the meeting is posted on bullitin
boards throughout school.

I feel that all students have a right to get
into the classes they want. That is the basic
premise of a "fully elective" curriculum. When a
student is admitted to Hastings he reads in the
catalogue that all 2d and 3d year courses are
elective. Doesn't every student have the right
to take the courses he elects?

continued from page 1

'Bring Me Men to Munch My Mountains'

ｾＭ

Members of the Hastings Environmental Law
Society are working with citizen groups which
have sprung up in opposition to the development.
At this time all efforts are focussed on administrative processes such as the LAFCO hearings
and hearings before the Park & Recreation Commission to preserve as much of the mountain as
possible.
If these efforts do not meet with a
minimal measure of success, then litigation will
likely ensue.
Anv Hastings students interested in parti-

ｾｩｰ｡ｴｮｧ＠
in the project can get more information
at the next Environmental Law SOCiety meeting.
PartiCipation in this project is highly recommended if only because the battle between developers and conservationists over San Bruno Mounta
squarely presents to the student of property law
the classis issues of land use and control.
;
Further, because of the enormous stakes involved
(over $500,000,000.00), the student has a rare
opportunity to experience almost surrealistic
performances by developer and conservationist
alike.
Page 3

Book Review
by Carl L. Williams

RADICAL LAWYERS
edited by Jonathan Black
320 pp. Avon Books, $1.25
There is not much doubt that most contemporary law students and many young lawyers in
practice consider their professional responsibility to encompass more than representing the
corporate and money interests in our society.
Increasingly, lawyers are, lending their skills
to defending draft reSisters, student protesters
and minority groups. The social and political
demands made by these forces have been somewhat
vaguely defined as constituting a "movement" for
meaningful structural changes in America.

Opinion

Placement Center
by
Barry Siders
Class Representative, II-A
The reasons people decide to attend law
school are as varied as the number of students.
In order to attend school, most of us have had to
give up other careers, some rather lucrative, and
all of us are having to give up three years of
our lives.

Whatever our reasons for attending law
school, before being able to reach any career objective, one initial problem is going to be finding a job. This becomes important in the second
year when most of us wish to work as clerks, and
becomes crucial in the third year when getting
back (or starting) to make a living becomes abIn the Radical ｌ｡ｾ･ｲｳＬ＠
there is an attempt solutely necessary. It is unrealistic for the
to put forth the role ｾ＠
the lawyer in the move- school to assume that the vast majority of us wil
mente This book is an anthology of the writings, be hired by large firms or be able to hang up our
speeches and interviews of some of the more
shingles right after graduation. We certainly
famous and not-so-famous lawyers actively invol- don't have the practical background or experience
ved in the struggle for changing the system.
Ito represent a client in the real world of forms,
Each of the lawyers represented in this book has briefs, and depositions. Even if we did have the
his own diagnosis of the ills of our society and background, most of us are in no financial posihis own prescription for how the lawyer can ef- tion to begin to support an office. ｔｨ･ｲｦｯｾ＠
we
fectuate the desired changes. Thus, what emerges must find employment with someone who has become
is a very diversified radical critique of the
established. This leads to the question, what is
American judicial system.
the school able to do to help us find our first
,job? The answer at present, is a depressing "not
There is something in this book for almost
much. "
every category of interest. Ms. Brenda Fasteau
writes with understandable bitterness of sexism
The school sends out form letters to many
at Harvard Law School and in the legal profesfirms in the summer asking if they would like to
sion. George W. Crockett, the very able black
interview on campus. Few actually reply, fewer
judge of the Recorder's Court in Detroit, preinterview. There is no follow up to the initial
sents the manifold problems of racism in the ad- request for interviewers. The way to get a job
ministration of justice. Paul Biderman writes of according to the brochure at the placement office
his experiences in that new phenomenon--the law
is to prepare a resume, and blitz the firms listec
commune. Of course the "stars" of the movement
in Martindale-Hubbell. With luck, you might even
are also represented in this work--Charles Garry, get a job offer. FUnds for the placement office
Howard Moore, Michael Kennedy, Beverly Axelrod
are minimal at best. Until now, there have been
and William Kunstler.
no funds for travel so that big law firms could
be personally visited by the placement director.
Because of the diversity of personalities
Further, until this month, she has not had access
'and philosophies represented, the book fails, in to machines capable of doing offset work or photo
my opinion, to posit a consistent theory of how reproduction so that original-looking letters
the legal processes can be used, if at all, to
could be sent to the multitude of potential embring about lasting and meaningful changes.
ployers. As a result, the placement office is
Thus, while Howard Moore places faith in the law overloaded with clerical work. Nor has there beer
(not too much, however) as a viable instrument
time for compilation of a placement bullitin
of change, Paul Harris says: "The law is an ｡ｳｾＧ＠
with the names of the graduates, nor time for
There are similar divergent views presented
compiling and sending out an information publithroughout the book.
cation to potential employers.
Arthur Kinoy's essai:" on "the Crisis in
Presently one person, assisted by a secreAmerican Legal Education' is particurly intertary and work-study aide runs the placement ofesting. His view is essentially that law ｳ｣ｨｯｬｾ＠
must recognize that they can no longer view theli fice. However, one person can't be engaged in
running the mechanics of an office, while at the
main function as providing the technicians for
same time trying to place several hundred stuAmerican corporations. Their task, rather, is
dents. Several suggestions come to mind to altc also provide training for those who want to
leviate this problem. Some are in the works, but
use the legal processes to combat racism, urban
more needs to be done. (1) A full time placedecay, environmental problems and sexism. Part
ment director with no other duties should be
of Kinoy's solution is more clinical courses.
hired for a period of three to five years so
If this is a method of solving some of our contemporary problems, it seems that Hastings, with there will be some continuity in the office, and
its plethora of clinical courses, is well on the long range plans can be started. (2) There
should be sufficient clerical help to relieve the
way toward providing a cadre of skilled and
director of such duties. (3) A graduation brosophisticated socially oriented lawyers.
chure and an informational brochure should be
published before the present third year class
On the whole the Radical Lawyers is an
graduates, and these should be distributed to
interesting book. It raises some profound ｩｳｵ･ｾ＠
every law firm in the state. (This could be done
that deserve a more scholarly and systematic
by students on a work study basis.) (4) We
treatment. A partial list of these issues inshould begin to have social functions where the
cludes: (1) the professional responsibility of
members of the student body and alumni could bethe lawyer as advisor to such revolutionary
groups as Students for a Democratic Society and
come acquainted.
the Black Panthers; (2) the task of the black
There are clear and obvious indications that
l awyer in dealing with a court system that has
'the present administration at Hastings is aware
historically been ､･ｳｩｾｮ＠
to exclude blacks
of the need to meet some of the more pressing
from equal treatment; (3) how law schools can
social issues of the day. The child care center
become active centers for social change and
and the increase in minority and women students
still maintain their immunity from political
are only the more obvious examples. Much more
interference; (4) how law schools can affirmatively assure women and minority students equal needs to be done and the responsibility rests
with lawyers and law students alike regardless of
employment opportunities with law firms interpolitical orientation.
viewing on campus.
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LEO P Students
Disqualified:

What Happened?

During the 1968-69 academic year Hastings
instjtuted the LEOP program. At the end of the
1970-71 academic year Hastings flunked out 14
LEOP students. When the grades were distributed
there was a great deal of pressure exerted and
cOi"siderable contention voiced by groups from botl.
inside and outside of the college. A meeting was
set for the Faculty Disqualification Committee.
No agreement was reached.

Interview: Anderson

Before classes resumed this year the adminl[;tration acted and a Qualified Readmission ProL;rum was established. One student was permitted
to repeat the first year. The other readmitted
ntudents were assigned to sections of Constitutional Law, Community Property, Consumer Rights,
and the one semester Evidence class taught by Pro'fessor Falknor. They were told that they would
"laVe to maintain a 70 average the first semester.
ｾ＠
weekly writing seminar was given, administered
by the professors.
Each student was to ｦｪｾ＠
an
attorney sponsor and some took part, as many
students do, in volunteer-lead tutorial programs.

I\:lents Seven
of these conditionally rec:l.dmiv ed ctufailed to maintain a 70 average last serr-

Dean Anderson was kind enough to grant the ·ester. All were at first S i'lmarilv cUsmiSRed from
;!. ;: college.
No hearings were held.
following interview to the Law News. Below we
have tried to reproduce, as accurately as possible from tape, this conversation which took
place between the Dean and Carole Brill, a secon
year student, on Friday afternoon, February 18.
MOST OF THE STUDENTS AT THIS SCHOOL, AS EVIDENCED BY THE LARGE TURN OUT AT THIS MORNING'S
MEETING, ARE VERY CONCERNED ABOUT WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO THE DISQUALIFIED STUDENTS IN PARTICULAR
AND WHAT HAPPENS IN TERMS OF DISQUALIFYING ANY
STUDENT FOR DEFICIENT ACADEMIC PROFORMANCE IN
' GENERAL. WHAT, IF ANYTHING. no YOU THINK HAS
COME OUT OF THESE LAST FEW WEEKS OF WHAT COULD ｂｅｾｴｯｫ＠
CALLED "CONFRONI'ATION II THAT HAS ANY POSITIVE VAL(1F.?

Perhaps I should first state what the pro';edure is. I think every student clearly underf.tands the procedure for disqualification of a
::tudent for academic reasons, but maybe I had bet
Ｌｾｲ＠
repeat it.
If a student has a 70, there is
. 0 problem.
If he is below 70, but no lower than
8, he is automatically admitted on probation wit
10 action, except that this is part of the admin'strative procedure. He must at the end of his
vecond year bring his weighted average up to 70.
ｾｯｲ＠
example, if he had a 69, he would probably
have to have an average of 71 for his second year
to bring the cumulative up to 70. If this happens in the third year, however, when he has had
ｾ＠
weighted average of 70 for each of two years,
nnd he falls below 70 there, he still graduates
although technically he is still on probation, as
long n,s i t is not below a 68. If he has lower
than a 68, then he has to re-examine in those
courses in which he got below 70, hoping to be
able to get back to the weighted average that
would enable him to graduate.
L-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ·Continued on Page 5--

Open Meetings
In COlllmons

Three open meetings took place at Hastings
in the past two weeks instigated by the recent
disqualification of certain LEOP students. Many
students, some faculty members, Dean Anderson and
some other interested persons from the Bay Area
part in questions and answers covering the
particular disqualified students and the procedures used in their cases, the whole grading
system in general, the exclusion of students from
decision making at Hastings, the LEOP program,
and many other topiCS. '
The first meeting was held on Friday, the
11th. Students exchanged ideas and tried to
learn what had happened. , Jon Van Dyke spoke •
This first meeting concluded when students went
out into the hallway to await the first faculty
meeting decisions.
At the second meeting which was held on Wednesday the 16th, Walter Edwards acted as chairman for the otherwise open mike set up. He a
for a public hearing where the student body
could participate. Michael Sorgen classified
himself as a white middle-class faculty member
(he is significantly younger than the majority
of the faculty) and explained to everyone present how he had changed his mind about the academic standards which had been applied and chanc
given to the LEOP students involved. He explained that he now felt that all of the disqualified
Continued on Page 3

Black Student View
Presented to Faculty

Statements on
LEOP Disqualifications
THE FOLLOWING COMMENTS FROM THE LAWYERS
GUILD, JON VAN DYKE AND MICHAEL SORGEN PRESENT
CERTAIN VIEWPOINTS CONCERNING THE RECENT DISVALIFICATION OF SOME LEOP STUDENTS FROM ｈａｓｔｉｎｇｾ＠
EAN ANDERSON ALSO DISCUSSES THIS RECENT EVENT AT
SONE LENGTH IN AN INTERVIEW WHICH APPEARS IN 'l.'HIS
ISSUE. ANYONE ELSE WHO CARES TO DO SO MAY SUBMIT THEIR OPINIONS TO THE LAW NEWS FOR PUBLICATION.
LAWYERS I GUILD

THE FOLLOWING REMARKS WERE MADE BY ALI CE
ELL, PRESIDENT OF THE BLACK LAW STUDENTS ASSOCITION ON FRIDAY, FEBRUAHY 11, AT THE FACULTY
ETING.
I would like to make it clear at the outset
hat I am not here to argue specifically for the
tudents who have been disqualified from future
ttendance at Hastings as of this semester. Our
oncerns for the minority students reach beyond
his semester or this year. We are concerned
ith the LEOP program at Hastings as it relates
out:>' :now, as it has related to us in the past
nd as it will relate to us in the future.

The Hastings community has become embroiled
in a short-term struggle with long-term consequences. At the front of this struggle are the
seven LEOP students who have been given a token
Law school is a difficult business for all
chance to survive in a white middle-class environ- tudents. The work is hard and unremitting. The
mente This is not justice. It is an inequity
ressures are ｴｾ･ｭｮ､ｯｵｳＮ＠
One evidence of these
which this community can not let stand. We demand ressures is the relatively ｨｩｾ＠
incidence IDlong
therefore that the seven students be reinstated
such a small population of disrupted or seriousl
and that any adjudication concerning these stu'strained marriages. I don't bring up the quesdents lives be an open one. What has happened to , tion of disruptea marriages because of its parthese seven students has given us the opportunity , icular relevancy but ' because it 'provides an .
to see what an unbridled secret body can do to ｯｵｾ＠
,
lives and to the lives of our brothers and sisＧ ｩｬｾｳｲ｡ｯｮ＠
of the.strains a law ｳ｣ｾｯＳＱ＠
educaters
Such procedures are tantamount to totali- ' tion puts upon a man or woman. I think I can
Ｇ ｴ｡ｲｩｾｮｳｭ＠
and must be stopped now
We must work
make this point notwithstanding the fact that
together to insure justice for ｴｨｾ＠
LEOP students
marriages break up for a multitude of reasons.
and all students, and to establish a system of
Within the minority community here at
self-determination, where issues of community
Hastings the strains are even heavier. This is
responsibility, grading, no flunk policies, etc.
typically true of minority people in every area
are decided, at least in part, by those whose
' of life. Whatever is difficult for white people
lives are most affected.
ip always worse for us. Whatever difficulties
GUILD white students encounter in law school, you may
HASTING9 CHAPTER ｎｾｉｑａｌＧｗｙｅｒｓ＠
believe are compounded for us.
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As of today and ever since the beginning of
last
semester, the first year minority students
MICHAEL SORGEN
and the second and third year as well have been
very freightened. Last year's percentage of di
To my mind, the salient featvre of, the recent qualified LEOP students shook us terribly.
controversy over the LEOP students, is the diffi- ,are those who may feel that this is all to the
culty and complexity of the issues. From ｾｭｙ＠
mid- good, since a healthy fear of failure will prodle-class-white-male vantage point (signifIcantly vide an incentive to hard work. The rever,se is
the same perspective is shared by almost the enactually true. No one can effectively study in
tire Hastings faculty), the resolution seemed ob- ,an atmosphere of fear. Add to last ｹ･｡ｲｾｳ＠
disvious at first. These disadvantaged minority stu- aster the impending disqualification of some six
ents had failed to make the grade in the first
or seven students this semester and you have a
ear, and then had been accorded a special oppor- situation of which the faculty and administrat
tunity in the qualified readmissions program with really must take cognizance. When you consider
closer faculty supervision and with an ｡ｴｯｲｾ･ｹ＠
these individual applications, please consider
sponser in the community. We had made an attempt the following:
, to deal with the problem, we had been in good
We could come into this school and schools
aith, and we had met our responsibility to them. like it allover the country only by proclaiming
It was only when certain minority students
loudly and to the world at large that we are derticulated the problem in a different light that rived. We had to do this despite the humiliaI was compelled to grapple with my ｣ｯｮｳｩ･ｾＮ＠
tion attendant upon such an assertion. The
fhree alternatives presented themselves, each with ation is not our fault; we know that intellecertain inherent defects.
ually, but that knowledge doesn't ease the pain
ne bit. Sometimes we react to it by a form of
(1) They could all be disqualified. But
ggressive self assertion. Some of us react by
,then we might be applying standards to these stu- rying to be as quiet and untroublesome as posents which were at best irrelevant and at worst
sible, hoping we won't be noticed. Most of us
iscriminatory. ｾ･＠
would be utilizing these
accilate between the two. A!l of us must live
,questionable standards to deprive some of them who
Continued on Page 6
'night otherwise become competent attorneys ' Of' the ,
opportun i ty to practice law. We would be comounding the historic discrimination which has for"
too long excluded minority members from the legal
,profession.

j

(2) They could all be re-admitted for further '
study. This would be tantamount to saying that
!shall henceforth have no standards or evaluation
ｾ ｷｨ｡ｴｳｯ･ｶｲ＠
in the law school, or that the stanVdards we do utilize should be applied unequally
ldepending upon the race of the student.
(3) We could consider each case individual
;and permit each student to present his statement.
In the absence of predefined standards for this
Ｇｾ､･ｴｲｭｩｮｯＬ＠
however, we would be inviting subjective and arbitrary decision-making, and this
is exacerbated by the absence of student input in ａｩｾ｣･＠
Bell, - mOderator, and Dean Anderson t
the
Frlday's
open
Continued on Page 4 _--1'--_
____
_ _meeting.
_ _......;;;;.;.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _a_ _ __
..- decision making process.
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Professors Van Dyke, Powell, Hall and Widman responding to student
questions at the open meetings held in the Commons.

OPEN MEETING IN COMMONS
seven should be readmitted. Jon Van Dyke, notin1
Professor Powell also answered questions.
that the faculty is virtually all white and all ｗｾ･ｮ＠
asked why faculty meetings were traditionmale stated that the law school has an affirmally closed, he responded that some members of
ative duty to open the legal profession to those the Hastings community had no sense of the difform.erly denied. He Eaid he didn't feel a law
ference between the function of law students and
degree should be sacred because a substantial
Ithe function of an experienced law faculty. He
number of students flunk out, and another subdescribed the abrupt ending of the second faculty
stantial number remain three years at Hastings
meeting which was held on Wednesday, and which
in fear of flunking out. Alice Bell, President ended when students and others tried to enter,
of the Black Law Students Association also spoke. as a disgraceful and shocking mob atmosphere. A
She told about her experience going into the
student later asked Dean Anderson if he agreed
irst faculty meeting, and she swore that if she with this description, sensing that it meant that
ad any influence at all she was never again
any assemblage of students outside a classroom
oing to let anybody else go into a room like
was a mob. Professor Powell also chose to
ｾｨ｡ｴ＠
"It was just too cold." The large commons answer the question concerning how professors
room· filled with students, became silent while
could give an exam score of 50. Powell answered
she ;poke. She told those assembled that Black
that it was sometimes "by the grace of. God many
students don't feel inferior, but added that"
got 50--namely the rule of the school which in"We know when we go into that faculty room we re sists on a minimum grade of 50.
oing in on our knees." She also said that she
ｾ｡ｳ＠
talking about an honest LEOP program whose t
Through out the questioning there was the
basic premise was not to get Black students in 0 recurrent mentioning of the need for competent
law schools, but whose basiC premise was to get
lawyers and how this affected the LEOP program.
Black students out of law schools.
One Black law student reminded all those present
that there were plenty of incompetent lawyers now
The third meeting held on Friday the 18th,
and said all of them were white. He wondered
at which Dean Anderson and an increased number
aloud and forcefully why there was so much conof faculty members took part, was by far the
cern about competency when people were talking
most heated. Dean Andersen spoke at some ｬ･ｮｧｴｾ＠
about his people or the LEOP program.
giving the history of the LEOP program at
Hastings. He answered many student questions,
The meeting became more quiet when Profes- . 1
one in which he was asked how responsive Hasting sor Hall spoke. He talked of the need for gen/.
is to the needs of students. The student asking uine compassion and friendliness. Professors
the question described the three year process
Eldridge and Widman and others also spoke. Among
of a legal education by saying that in the first the others present was Professpr King who could
year law students are scared to death, the secon be seen conferring with students throughout and
year they're worked to death, and in the third
after the meeting.
ear they_' re ｢ｯＭＺｲｾ･､］Ｎ［ｴ｡ｨＧ｟Ｂ
ｾ］
Ｚ［ｩ
ＭＺ＠
.:.___

Students asking questions at last Friday"s open meeting.
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Statements on

CHILD CARE
CENTER

LEOP Disqualifications

The Hastings Child Care Center at 55 Hyde
Street is currently operating at close to its ful,
,capacity of ten children per hour. Children between the ages of 6 months and 3 years, ｯｦｳｰｲｾｮｧ＠
of student parents, are enrolled. Preference.n
enrOllment is given first to children of single
students, then to those of students whose ｳｰｯｵ･ｬｾｧｴ＠
!I work or study full time, then part-time, and last
t ty to those of students whose spouses do not -work
or study.
The Center is unusual in that it provides de
velopmental, rather than custodial care to children of such a young age. It is staffed by two
,professionals, persons studying early childhood
education, and Hastings volunteers, and workstudy students. Volunteers and applicants to the
work-study program are welcome.

!

I respect those who would rest on choices (2):
or (3) because these would allow for the human
' siderations called ' for in these circumstances.
ｾｏ･ｧｲｴ＠
that the decision had to be made in the
midst of boiling controversy, especially as it
reflects the crisis reaction in which we too ofte
a e
My own position would be to re-admit all
because I hesitate to Judge when I canno
ｾ｣ｯｵｮｴＧｦｲ＠
factors of cultural difference, and
because I would prefer to see a comprehensive con
sideration of the issue before determining upon
the victims.
*
* * * *
JON VAN DYKE

I am unable to make anything even vaguely rel
sembling a definitive statement about the nature
and causes of the problems at Hastings, because I
Funding for the Center, a non-profit corphave been here for only seven months and do not
oration currently independent of Hastings College know much about its history or what kinds of polhas come from private donors, a grant form the
icy decisions are now being made. It may be use- .
Student Division of the American Bar Association, ful, however, to set down two prinCiples that I
from the Associated Students of Hastings, and fro think this school, and other law schools, should
fees of 50¢ per hour. While financial prospects be following.
are not very firm, the Center's organizers are
certain that child care services will remain an
(1) We have an affirmative duty to open the
ｾｮ､･ｳｰ｡｢ｬ＠
part of the ｣ｯｬ･ｧｾＮ＠
legal profession to those persons who have been
systematically excluded from it during the entire
life of this country--non-whites and women. To
this end we must actively recruit ｣ｯｬｾｧ･＠
student
who fall into these excluded categories, we must
strive to provide sufficient financial aid to
those who need assistance, and we must provide
whatever additional academic assistance these
groups require to prepare them to become competen
lawyers. This means hiring someone fulltime to
!
supervise the recruiting and tutoring aspects of i
the LEOP program. It also means hiring a substan-,
tial number of non-white and female teachers.
'f

J

Ｎ［ＺＭｾ

(2) We should try to transform this school
into a warm, open, comfortable place where students and faculty gather together for the purpose I
of learning the law. The facilities are now
:
overcrowded, preventing relaxed contact and quiet :
learning. And an atmosphere of pressure and com- r
petition pervades many of the activities of the
;
school, both in the classroom and out. Our stan-i
dards for admission are now sufficiently high tha
virtually everyone admitted has the capacity to
become a good lawyer. Instead of continuing to
try to weed some persons out, we should try to
uild an exciting and innovative environment
•
Jwhere learning is seen to be the joyous activity ｾ＠
it can be. ｉｮｳｾ･｡､＠
of ｳ｣｡ｲｩｾｧ＠
ｳｴｵ､･ｮｾ＠
we
ｾ＠
should affirm and encourage them. This principle!
requires that decisions be made publicly and that I
the viewpoints of all members of the Hastings com-;
munity be sought out and listened to. It also
means that the curriculum offered by the school
,
reflect the mutual desires of ｳｴｵ､･ｾ＠
and ｦ｡ｃｕｬｴｾ＠

Ｌ＠ .. ｾ＠ ﾷＢ Ｂ ｾ Ｍｉｴｨ｡＠

Pepsi Cleared in
Paternity Action

These principles are vague and general, but
perhaps if we could agree on vague generalities i
would then be easier to attack the specific prolems.
....tI
in lewd lanfiUage on tl)€: •• 1 ｾＭＺｬ＠ ':'or sex in [his]
dog's life.
After th1', Mrs. Strickland claimed
she found a hole in the screen door of her traile
home, and her dog was pregnant.

Recently, in San Bernardino, Peps1 the ｰｯ｡ｬ･ｾＭ
as cleared of assault and paternity liability
harges.

The small claims court ruled that there was
o proof to support the allegation that Pepsi had
impregnated a female ｰｯ､ｬ･Ｌ｡ｾｩｮｳｴ＠
t.he female's
The judge ruled Mrs. Strickland's dog is 8
ill, and thus dismissed an action which asked for years old and could have become pregnant without
$184.69 in puppy support.
involving Pepsi. He said, "I took judicial not,
ice that there are several dogs in the neighbrrFreda L. Strickland, owner of the bitch,
hood, and there was no ｩｮ､｣｡ｴｾ＠
whether ｡ｮｯｾｬ･ｲ＠
'brought the action against Pepsi's owner, Al Pad- dog qpd broken in through the screen door or ,
gett, holding him responsible for the alleged
",,' (, t ....:- 'lrs. ::;-trickland's dog had broken out.
actions of ｾｩｳ＠
poodle.
ＮＺ［ｾＭ＠

The_omplaint was that' Padgett had "remarked

-,

......... ＭｾＮ

ＭＮ Ｍｾ＠

...

---- -"'---

1.--------------------------_--'.'. ' . .
｟ｾ＠

________________

. others really did slant their grades as favorablas ｐｯｳｾ｢ｬ･Ｎ＠
Some required papers instead. In
one section of Constitutional Law you had your
choice. The others stated that they really agonized over this. They tried to give as many
pOints as possible because they felt this would
encourage the students. In other words, if they
DO YOU THINK THAT EXAMINATION GRADES GIVEN
erred, they erred on the side of being overly
AT MOST ONCE A SEMESTER, ARE VALID CRITERrA FOR
ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE IN ANY SUBJECT?
generous. There was no prejudice that I could
see. I have some competence in Constitutional
Law, and I looked at some of the papers, and I
This is a difficult subject. It is so hard
to really say. And here I suppose I go back to m, couldn't quarrel with the results.
own experience, both in law school and as an ｵｮ､ｾ＠
DO YOU THINK THOUGH THAT A CLOSED, ALL FACgraduate. I frankly am more comfortable with a
ULTY MEETING TO WHICH STUDENTS W?:RE NOT ALLOWED
.semester examination than I am with a full year
wAS THE BEST WAY TO ADJUDICATE • • •
examination. I suppose law school eXaminations
where you really deal with a sort of problem solvWell you see it really isn't adjudication.
ing Situation, where you have a hypothetical or
a number of facts, -and you discover the ［ＱＮｳｵｾ＠
on
WAS THE BEST WAY THEN TO DECIDE SOM...:THING IN
that basis, is in some ways more fair to evaluate WHICH THE STUDENTS SHOWED SUCH SUBSTANTIAL CONthe students' knowledge of the substantive law and CERN?
his ability to analyze than the regular examinatlon-given in undergraduate school or in some
Well, you see we have certain minimal stanother; graduate program where it is -bas.l.cally a
dards. And 90% plus--96 or 97% of the students i .
regurgitation of what you have learned and hopethe law school in the first year meet those minfully you can spout back on a paper what the inimal standards or exceed them by a substantial
structor wanted. So I think in that respect the
margin. The minimal standards are really not tha
law school examination probably is fajrer or a
high. Here I suppose I reflect my own bias. I
more accurate evaluation of that student's capfeel that any student here at Hastings, and that
abilities and his aptltute for the law than the
includes the LEOP category, with hard work and
typical undergraduate examination. This goes int< application should be able to meet the minimal
a thing that I have wrestled with for years. Law standards. They are not that high. Its not that
schools, like every other ｯｲｾａｮｩｺ｡ｴＬ＠
operate
big a deal. This is where we run into a problem.
with limited funds. You do as much as you can do.
You try to build as good a faculty as you can.
MANY STUDENTS WONDER WHY THERE ARE NO BLACK
You try to provide a reasonably good education fOI PERSONS ON THE FACULTY.
as many people as possible. I'm not too sure that
any law school, Harvard included, has been really
We try to get the best professors that we
able to solve this problem. As we do have more
.possibly can. As to your specific question abou1
and more seminars in the second and third year,
minority faculty members, one thing that has pre
and clinical courses, this alleviates the problem 'vented that in the past to a great extent is tha
to some extent because we do require papers, and
we only had the "65" club. Law schools allover
this sort of thing where they have a long drawnthe country are alwa"s searching for the outout learning process, and where they can give
. standing faculty peo.,le that they can add to ｴ ｾ＠ .. ｾ＠ J
some great thought to it. But getting back to the staff. There are simply not enough highly qualprocess where you have traditional examinations,
ified outstanding professional scholars and teachI would be happier if in the first year students
ers.
[
were examined at the end of every semester. At
least I think that wouln be a better pedagogical
DOES THIS APPLY ALSO TO WOMEN?
approach. I really feel that examinations do two
things--and maybe I'm sticking my neck out here-To a large extent. There is one woman from
they can be a tool for learning, or they can be a .ChicaGo who is probably the most outstanding distemptation for anything but learning. Cheating
tinction there. She has been around for a number
and everything else. Because where the obsession, of years, and would be eligible if we could per-,
the fear, becomes so great that it destorys every- suade her to come. We've had some contacts with
thing else, it destroys to some extent the valid- her. Until we opened up a year ago and we got
ity of the examination.
through the legislature and the whole retirement
system so we could start hirjng 1n ｾｮ､ｩｴｯ＠
to the
DO YOU THINK THAT THERE IS THAT KIND OF' FEAR
Continued on Pag:e 71
AT HASTINGS?
Priiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;__［ｯｾ］｟＠

Interview: Anderson

I think that there is an element of that feal
·in every law school, and in every school. Some
people freeze up on examinations; others have no
real problem.

LAKE'S

DO YOU THINK THAT THE STUDENTS SPECIFICALLY
INVOLVED IN THE RECENT DISQUALIFICATION WERE
POSSIBLY PREJUDICED, DESPITE THE GOOD INTENTIONS
OF THE PROFESSORS INVOLVED, BY HAVING T:' .. . FXI\ MINATIONS GRADED FIRST AND SEPA&\TELY?
No, I think on the contrary they got a
rather substantial break, because the professors
by and large, and this goes for this law school
and any law school where the professors are very i
honorable and sensitive and very good educators, 1
do not fall into the trap where they are color- j
ing their grading in any sense or slanting their 1
grading in terms of 'well look, if they failed
before, therefore they must fail again.' On the .
contrary, what happened here, and I'm not too
sure you'll completely believe this, is that the!
professors leaned over backwards. In other words.. .
they tried desperately to find some improvement, :
some promise that would enable them to give
ｾ＠
really a better grade than they would have in or-i
dinary cir
stances. The only situation that
!
arose where there was anonymous grading was in
the case of the evidence class where a lot of
students took the examination, and in that case
the grades were not that much lower. Professor
Falknow had no way of knowing who they were. He
just graded them all and handed them in. ｔｨ･ｾ｟］

I

LAW BOOKS
COMPLETE SELECTION
OF BOOKS & SUPPLIES
Your Credit is Still Good at Lakes!!
OPEN WEEKDAYS 9-5, SATURDAYS 'TIL NOON
863-2900

138-142 McALLISTER ST.
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I note the efforts of the administration
and some students to help the minority students
and at the risk of sounding ungrateful, I must
say it's not enough. I didn't create the problems racism has caused. Neither did you individually. But I'm willing to deal with them.
I have no choice. Are you willing to deal with
them? Hastings is not solving the problem by
flunking out minority students who don't measure
up to "standards" unless Hastings takes a long
hard look at these standards and how they relate
with the irritating 'realization that we are not
to us. And if Hastings won't do this, who will?
quite "up to par." Add this humiliation to the
How do you honestly feel about us? Do you feel
prp.ssures that operate on students in general anc that you have done right by us by allowing us in
you have a very serious problem.
here, letting us flounder for a year or two and
then pushing us out because we failed to measure
Professor Sullivan asked me last year if I
up to your standards? Do you feel that is to be
thought that there should be a different set of ' the extent of your involvement in America's
standards applied to Black students. At the ｴｩｭｾ＠
greatest single prob1em--the oppression of minI said no. I have thought about that question
orities?
and my answer for a long time now. I would like
to answer it again.
We need you. We need your skills and your
understanding
We need to feel comfortable. We
Are we sure that the standards presently ap stay off balance all the time wondering who the
plied at Hastings are the ｯｮＱｾ＠
standards that car axe will fallon next. We wonder if there is
be used to determine a person s ability to ｦｵｮ｣ｾＮ＠
some conspiracy to eliminate all of us before
tion as a competent lawyer? This is not the same graduation
or some conspiracy to graduate with
as asking "Are these standards useful?" They ob- such low grades
that getting a job will be even
viously are. Hastings has been turning out com- more difficult than
others. These fears may
petent attorneys for some time now. What I want sound ridiculous andfor
slightly
insane to you, but
to know is are they the only ones that can be
if
you
were
on
our
side
of
the
fence, they would
used? I don't know. No doubt neither do you.
not
appear
to
be
so.
As
a
matter
fact that
But wouldn't this be a good time for Hastings to is essentially what I am asking youof to
Look
try to find out? I don't pretend to have, at the at it from our side for a change. Give do.
us
the
moment, concrete suggestions for developing ade- benefit of whatever doubts you may have. Conquate standards for training skilled minority
sider what it must be like to be Black, ASian,
lawyers for the minority community. ,But I, and
or
I guarantee that if you do that it
all the Black, W!lite, Asian and Chicano students willChicano.
widen
your
perspective and make you better
WQu1d be willing to work our heads off to help
able
to
judge
these
students.
...
.. ...-.-.
you develop such standards. Believe me, minority
peoples do not want half-baked ｩｮ｣ｯｭｰ･ｴｾｳ
Ｌ ｩｮ＠
their communities. OUr problems, through long
neglect, indifference and racial hostility have
assumed a magnitude and complexity that require
the best that the best minds can offer. But a
skilled legal mind is not enough. OUr problems
require 'patience, understanding and love. Everyone talks of the political, economic and social
deprivations vented on minority people. No one
speaks of the psychological hell visited on minority men and women. Black people, for example,
are difficult to work with. We require a dedication and love that most white people don't
ｰｏｓｾｂ＠
in the requisite quantities. Black
people demand ' the best , that a man or woman can
What 1"ollnwed were two ,c losed faculty meetoffer. Black people will take no less. We can- ings, the- fif'-':CJnq of Ｇ ｷｨｩｬＧｾ＠
ended [).bruptly \>lhen Gtv·
not afford less.
dents ｾｮ､＠
otlJers C'r.tc·..·"'J. Stuoetlts petitioned thE
l!'aculty for reconsi'd eration. In making their deHastings must respond to these needs if it terminations, the faculty followed no specific
expects to become a worth while institution for and predetermined guidelines. This was explained ,
the entire community and not just parts of it.
by some as making the most careful and individual.
To that end, Hastings must re-examine some of thEized evaluations possible. Others were heard to
assumptions with which it has been working for
liken these meetings to Star Chamber proceedings.
years, which assumptions have been generally
valid for the white popu1atio n of the school • .
There also followed three open meetings in
But can you make those assumptions with referThe Commons on Friday, the 11th Wednesday the
ence to minorities? Do they apply to us?
16th, and again on Friday the 18th. students and
Gentlemen, I think not.
some' faculty members took part; Dean Anderson came
the last of these meetings to speak and answer
I realize that what I am asking envisions a to
students' questions. Many students came, took
lot of hard work and a good deal of soul search- part in the questioning and showed SUbstantial
ing. I don't think we are asking for too much. interest and concern.
Some things can be done immediately. Make yourselves more accessible to us. We don't feel at
As of Friday, the 18th, three of the dishome here. We don't feel that you really care
qualified students had, after reconsider'ution by
whether we get through or not. Exams shouldn't the faculty, been readmitted.
be a contest between students and professor to
see who can second guess the other. I feel that
the exams are the tool the school uses to get
rid of surplus students. Maybe I'm wrong, but
the attitudes around here don't prove me to be
so. Ten of the professors in this school seem
159 McALLISTER STREET
to me ｴｾ＠
reai1y care about the student
his
HOURS: 7 A.M. TO 7 P.M.
learning process.

Black Student View
Presented to Faculty

4

Ｍ

Ｌｾ＠

ｾ＠

LEOP Students
Disqualified:

What Happened?

and

I am not completely ignorant of the pres
sure operating in the faculty. I note the large
number of students, the complicated and extensive subject matter which must be organized and
presented intelligently and conCisely. And I
note the year-end race against time to get it
all in. But why can we not work together--students to try to alleviate problems of the faculty; faculty to try to alleviate problems of
the students.

Polynesian Mary's
HASTINGS HAPPY HOUR 2:30-5:30 P.M.

Mug of Beer Only 25¢!!
Take a Break and Relax!
WE SERVE BREAKFAST, LUNCH

ｾ＠

DINNER -

BUDGET PRICES
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Interview: Anderson
ｾｒ＠

ｾ Ｉ ｅｏｐｌ＠

ｾｈｌ＠

THERE BE STUDENTS ON THIS LEOP COMMITTEE
OF THE THIRD WORLD?

No there aren't as yet. This is one of the
hings which we have to consider. We have two
65 club other very qualified and competent ｹｯｵｮ
ｾ＠ teps to gl. First the faculty has to approve the
ｾ･ｮ＠
and young women for teaching, this option was ｾ･ｳｴｲｵ｣ｩｮｧ＠
of all these committees, and then
ｾ･ｶｲ＠
really open to us.
ｾｨｩｳ＠
committee which will go to the faculty for
ｾｰｲｯｶ｡ｬ
ｯ＠
It will be a special committee. They
NOW THAT IT IS OPEN, WILL THERE BE NEW MEf.1- rave recommended that there will be faculty memBERS FROM TRADITIONALLY EXCLUDED GROUPS?
pers from the different committees--a member of
ｾｨ･＠
curriculum committee, t he academic standards
Now that it is open, we have interviewed
ｾｯ ｭ
ｩｴ･Ｌ＠
and other commit t ees. In that situaseveral Black scholars and academicians. Unfor- ｾｩｯｮＬ＠
where we already have two students on each
tunately they are in tremendous demand. I have
acuIty committee now, we would undoubtedly have
Jne now that I am hoping to persuade, and he has 1t least two, and probably more on this committee
agreed that if he can get permission from his
1S resource people, and as giving additional indean to come here as a visiting professor at leas sight and point s of view. What we have to do is
for one semester, then he may come with the idea rocus the tal ents of the f aculty, the adminiof teaching on a full-time basis. We ｨ｡ｶｾｴ･＠
- stration, and the s tudent body on providing the
same problem with Chicano faculty. I have talked Jest possible educat ion f or disadvantaged stuto one who is in practice and is teaching one
ents.
course in another law school, and he doesn't want
I DON'T ｂｅｌｉｾｖ＠
THAT THERE ARE MANY BLACK
to come full time. I suggested that perhaps he
STUDENTS ON THESE COMMITTEES.
would like to come as an adjunct faculty member.
Yes, let's see, there is Alice Bellon the
So the school has had a number of communications '
and discussions with a number of people, and hope ,curriculum committee.
fully we will have at least one Black professor
"
NO, I WAS WONDERING IF THERE WAS GOING TO BE
and maybe a Chicano professor on deck next year.
A DEFINATE ATTEMPT--NO, MORE THAN JUST AN ATTEMPT
With reference to women professors, there are
rrO, PUT STUDENTS ON A COMMITTEE OF THIS SORT WHERE
three I am talking to, and I am trying to get a
woman as assistant dean next year. She has pro- STUDENTS' INTERESTS ARE EXACTLY THOSE TO BE DEmised to let me know within the next week or ten CIDED UPON.
days. But they are so hard to get; the demand is
so fantastic. I think we are making progress.
I visualize this committee as being a little
We have a good foundation, now that we have all
different than the average committee. I am a
these legal and legislative matters taken care of little reluctant to spell it out because I really
so that we can get more people into this category haven't clarified my own thoughts yet. My thinkthat have good qualifications and are interested - ing is now that as soon as this committee gets
,i n coming to Hastings. I think that we are going approved--then to increase representation on the
to come up with good people in the next year or
committee from the present two students to pertwoy-a couple next year and then more.
haps three, four, or five students representative
of Black and Third World groups. One of the
GOING BACK TO LEOP, ONCE THE SCHOOL, AS
things that I' m hoping we can achieve is that
ｾａｓｔｉｎｇ＠
HAS DONE, EVIDENCES A COMMITMENT TOWARD this committee will operate as a kind of hearing
ｾｌｐｉｎｇ＠
AN INCREASED NUMBER OF MINORITIES ENTER, board. I visualize that they would hold hearings
pO YOU FEEL THAT THE SCHOOL HAS FULFILLED ITS OB- ｾ ･ｴ＠
as much feed back and as many proposals as
ｾｉｇａｔｏｎ＿＠
MANY STUDENTS PROBABLY WONDER WHAT HAS possible. As I pOinted out this morning, I think
ｾｅｎ＠
DONE DURING THE SCHOOL YEAR TO HELP THE
we have made a great deal of progress. I have ha
r.tI NOR ITY STlmENTS, OR ANY STUDENTS WHO HAVE DIF- calls from Black lawyers who have told me very
ｾｉｃｕｌｔｙＬ＠
AND SPECIFICALLY WHY NO SEPARATE ｄｉｒｅｃｔｏｾｰ･｣ｩｦ｡ｬｹＬ＠
today and yesterday, that they thiru
PR COUNSELLOR HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED FOR THE LEOP ｾｷ･＠
are doing a terrific job on this program. We
PROGRAM? WHY IS IT THAT STUDENTS SEEM TO CARRY
re certainly not going to be able to resolve all
ｾｈｅ＠
MAJOR BURDEN?
hese problems. We never will. But I do think
hat we can do more. I think that, and here I am
This isn't quite accurate
There are a num- " eflecting my own personal opinion and want to be
ｾ･ｲ＠
of things that have been attempted. We have, ｾ･ｲｹ＠
careful how I phrase it, I think that for
long Legal Education Oppor tunity Programs
or example, Jerry Sack who is teaching here. ｗ･ｾｯ＠
have worked out an arrangement so that he will be thaVe been somewhat unimaginative, somewhat unreal
on campus so many days a week and provide this
istic. We have real ly geared or structured them
kind of tutorial program and special instruction toward a sort of molding of the student into a
for any and all of the minority students, LEOP
preconceived pattern rather than molding the edstudents, who would , be interested.
This year
ucational process and curriculum toward that inAssistant ' Dean Kornblum tried to set up a struc 7 . dividual .
tured program which was not too successful. I
DO YOU FEEL THEN THAT THE LAW SCHOOL DOES
need not go into the reasons for its lack of ago !fAVE AN AFFIRMATIVE DUTY TO HELP THOSE WISHING TO
succese. We had a core of students two years
ENTER THE LEGAL PROFESS ION WHO HAVE BEEN HERETOｾｮ＼ｬ＠
some last year who worked on a one to one
ｾｏｒｅ＠
SYSTEMATICALLY EXCLUDED?
basis--students from the Law Journal and the
Thurston Society, and other groups like this.
I think that the law school does. I rather
dislike the term ' Legal Educati on Opportun1ties
Program.' I toyed with the conce pt of the afWERE THESE VOLUNTEERS?
firmative action program . I know phrases and
Yes, they were volunteers, and we encouraged slogans are ma ybe not tha t import ant, but I do
them to work on this. Some of them did excepthink that the law school has t o recognize the
tionally well. There were one or two in ｔｨｵｲｳｴｯｮｾ･｡ｬｩ＠
of the situation. When I say the law
that I observed in operation who did a great deaL school , I mean t he facu lty , the students, the adｾｩｮｳｴｲ｡ｯＬ＠
the alumni , the board of directors
and the whole range of groups that you have your
DO YOU ENVISION THAT A FULL TIME DIRECTOR
}o'OR THE LEOP PROGRAM WITH ADMINISTRATIVE STATUS, basic responsibi lit y toward, inc luding the legi s lature. I don't t hi nk that the t raditional atAS OPPOSED TO VOLUNTEER STUDENTS, WILL BE ESTAｾｩｴｵ､･Ｌ＠
which has really been to give t he mi norBLISHED?
ｾｴｹ＠
student a chance to bec ome a member of t he
.
We are working with several groups outside
:najorl t y , can real ly be s uccessful. I t can have
the law school to try to find a director or an
:noments of s uc cess. Here again you have t o
individual "that could act in this capacity. Therfmeasure what you mean by success. Is succe s s
was one faculty member that we approached on not one individual, 75% , 50%? But you see, the s e
only teaching full time, but also as acting as a ｾｴ｡ｮ､ｲｳ＠
are rea l ly quite meaningless. I thi nk
coordinator on this program. He didn't want to
ｾｨ｡ｴ＠
we just can ' t c ontinue that way. I don ' t
ｫ＠ we' re really meeting the issue, because I
come to Hastings in that capacity. I have talked ｾｨｩｮ
with a number of other people, and we have some
ｾｨｩｮ
ｫ＠
what wp' ve said is, 'you can become a memsuggestions which will go up before this partipe r of t he ma j ority, we'll give you a year to
3ular committee.
provE" ｾＢｪＭ Ｇ＠ .. - tlter we say, 'well, let's see, we'll
ｾ＠
.Continued on Page R
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Interview: Anderson

braw the line. You begin to talk about populatlor
parities: what population group are you going to
ｾｳ･＿＠
In terms of women, you have 51% of the popｾｬ｡ｴｩｯｮ＠
of this country who are women. You have
, ｾｏＥ＠
of the population who are Blacks nation-wide.
aut then in the area, for example, of Asians
Ｌ ｾｨ･ｲ＠
is the argument of using the population
ｾ｡ｲｩｴｹ＠
of the Bay Area of San Francisco. There
ｾｲ･＠
real difficulties.

give you another semester and we'll set up a
special program and by that time you have to
BUT YOU DID SAY THOUGH, AND CORRECT ME IF
prove it.' I feel very deeply about this. I hav€I'M WRONG, THAT IF, AND I DON'T KNOW THE EXACT
very deep convictions and very deep thoughts.
ｾｍｂｅｒ＠
OF APPLICATIONS WHICH HAVE BEEN RECEIVED
I'm a member of a number of organizations here ｩｮｾｹ＠
THE SCHOOL FROM WOMEN AT THIS TIME • • •
ｾｨ･＠
city; San Francisco Legal Assistance Board,
the Youth ProJects Board, Haight-Ashbury Clinic,
746 as of February 16.
ｾｮ､＠
a number of others. I have worked behind the
ｾ｣･ｮｳ＠
and tried to do a little bit. Maybe not
I WAS WONDERING, IF 500 PEOPLE WERE TO BE
ｾｳ＠
much as I should or could, but T feel very
ｾｄｍｉｔｅ＠
AND IF THERE WERE AT LEAST 250 QUALIFIED
ｾ･ｰｬｹ＠
about this, that this approach is really
ｾｏｍｅｎ＠
APPLYING • • •
very unrealistic. I think it will only result in
more confusion, more disappointment, more bitterThat were equally qualified as say 250 or
ｾ･ｳＬ＠
and more misunderstanding.
750 men or whatever the figure is? Then I think
they should be given consideration on a one to
DO YOU THINK THAT THE MAJORITY OF THE STUone basis. I may get in trouble for that.
"
ｄｅｎｔｾ＠
REALLY CARE ABOUT WHAT I WOULD CALL MEAN1NGFUL SOCIAL CHANGE?
ANOTHER AREA OF MAJOR CONCERN TO MANY STUIDENTS, AND I BELIEVE THIS INCLUDES EVEN THE LEAST
Well, let's put it in it's proper perspecRADICAL STUDENTS AT THIS SCHOOL, IS THE OFFICE OF
!MRS. ALBRIGHT. SOMEWHERE, SOMEHOW WE WOULD LIKE
tive. The student body at Hastings, which is
FIND OUT HER SPECIFIC FUNCTIONS AND THE BOUNDover 1,500, is really a microcosm of society. • ｾｏ＠
They come from all backgrounds, all experiences. , ARIES OF HER POWER. AND A SUBSTANTIAL NUMBER OF
They come with different motivations, different
STUDENTS ARE PROBABLY WONDERING IF YOU KNOW OF
reasons for being here. There i s the more or
' THE WIDESPREAD BELIEF THAT SHE ACTUALLY RUNS THIS
less traditional aprnoach that the law school is , SCHOOL?
a place where one can acquire skills and insights to provide the base for becoming a good
,
Well, I think we have this problem of course
lawyer. The reasons for becumil1g a good lawyer
T. have ｢･ｾｭ＠
told that the building manager runs
may be because of personal success, financial,
the school, Mrs. Albright runs the school, everyｰｬｾｳｴｩｧ･ＭｷＬ＠
for ｭ｡ｫｾｮｧ＠
sensitive and Meaning- hody runs the school, the faculty runs the ｳ｣ｨｯｾ＠
fu) , changes in areas that need to be changed.
the students run the school. I suppose these
There are 1001 reasons ｷｨｾ＠
ｲ ｾｯｰｬ･＠
come to law
ｾ＠ statements are made within the context of spec ifｳ｣ｨｯｬ
ｾ＠
Some came, a couple of years ago, beic situations. Mrs. Albright is the administracause they figured that was a good way to avoid
tive assistant, an assistant registrar under the
the draft. Who am I to ascribe reasons why
associate dean and registrar. The associate
people come, or the reasons why people want to
dean and registrar articulates and makes the
become lawyers? I ｴｨｩｮｾ＠
we should recognize that . policies. The administrative aSSistant carries
ｾｨｩｳ＠
is a little society. If I say community, it 'put ｴ ｾ･ｳ＠
policies. There are areas of discrehas all of the strengths and weaknesses of any
ti()Tl ｴｨｾ
Ｌ ･ｶｲｹ＠
administrative assistant has beother community. If you define or re-define com- cause of detail, etc. Mrs. Albright 'is very
munity into a body of like-minded people, like
capable and very hardworking, but she does not
perhaps a religious community, that's a different make ｴｨ･
Ｌ ｰｯｬｩｾｹ＠
of the school. Really ｴｾ･＠
facword. I think that many give lip service. I
'u1't y makes the policy in terms of the admissions
have discovered that many ultra liberals give lip standards. The dean is directly responsible to
service, but manage to live in very exclusive
ｾ ｴｨ･＠
Board of Directors and by persuasion and by
areas, and send their children to private schools :leadership exercises a strong influence on poland all the rest of it. Frankly, I have my
icy, but not the final influence. Many a time in
doubts.
faculty meetings I have been defeated.
THERE WERE SOME OTHER SPECIFIC AREAS, NOT
IS THE DEAN REALLY SUBJECT IN MANY AREAS TO
' DIRECTLY RELATED ALTHOUGH ULTIMATELY RELATED TO
THE MAJORITY OF THE FACULTY'S DETERMINATION?
WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO THE LEOP STUDENTS. IN ONE
OF THESE AREAS, I HAVE BEEN ASKED BY THE WOMEN,
Oh yes. On academic matters very ､･ｦｩｮ｡ｴｬｾ＠
AND AS A WOMAN I WOULD LIKE TO ASK WHETHER YOU
And this is even more so at Boalt than here. But
THINK THAT THERE SHOULD BE AT LEAST A WORKING TO- the faculty makes the decision on academic stanWARDS PARITY POPULATION ADMISSIONS OF QUALIFIED
dards and on the curriculum. I make recommenWOMEN? I UNDERSTAND THAT THERE HAVE BEEN A SUB- ｾ｡ｴｩｯｮｳ＠
as well as, members of the faculty. I am
STANTIAL NUMBER OF APPLICATIONS.
ｾｯｴｨ＠
a member of the faculty as a professor as
ｾ･ｬ＠
as an administrator. All members of the
As I told the Women's Union, I am hopeful
faculty and others submit recommendations to the
that more and more applications will come from
ｾ｡｣ｵｬｴｹ＠
appointments committee. These are carewomen. I honestly feel that there is no discrim-fully reviewed and screened. ( Those that the facination on the part of this law school. Assumingulty appointments committee recommend as candidthat we ｨ｡ｶ･Ｍｊｵｾｴ＠
by way of ｩｬｵｳｴｲ｡ｯｮＭｉｏ
Ｎ ｏｾ＠
ｾｴ･ｳ＠
for either the "65" club or for the regular
applicants with equal qualifications, and 750 of ｾ｡｣ｵｬｴｹ＠
are then submitted to the full faculty
these are men and 250 are women, I don't see any ｾｯｲ＠
a vote of approval or rejection. Then I am
real problem there in terms of having an equal
ｾｵｴｨｯｲｩｺ･､＠
to proceed with negotiations with varnumber of women admitted as men. I don't think ｾｯｵｳ＠
faculty members. I think this is one of the
population parity within that context should
many things that many students have difficulty
apply.
ｾｮ､･ｲｳｴ｡ｩｧＮ＠
If the committee on committees'
ｾｰｯｲｴ＠
goes through, the committees will be reA NUMBER OF PROFESSORS HAVE TOLD ME, AND A IStru,ctured to some extent. There will be an acaNUMBER OF JUDGES IN THE AREA HAVE TOLD ｍｾ＠
THAT
ｾ･ｭｩ｣＠
standards and policy committee (there is
HAVING POPULATION PARITY ADMISSIONS PROGRAMS
ｾｯｭ･ｴｨｩｮｧ＠
siMilar to that now, an advisory com\>JOULD BE VERY DISRUPTIVE TO THE "TRADITIONAL LE- tnittee which advises the dean on academic affairs)J
GAL LEARNING PROCESS." DO YOU THINK THAT THAT IS a curriculum committee, a committee o,n (and I
rRUE ?
ｾｯｮＧｴ＠
like this word) disadvantaged students, a
ｾｯｭｩｴ｣･＠
on disqualified students, a committee OJ
,
ｾ｡｣ｵｬｴｹ＠
appointments, a financial aid and employWell, I m not too sure what they mean by
nent committee a law library committee a long
that. I have some trouble with population parity range planning' committee, and the ｳｴｵ､･ｾＭｦ｡｣ｬｹ＠
in terms of let's say taking the nation:wide pop- relations committee. Now the faculty operates
ulation and saying that that in itself lS the
Jnder an articles of orean\zation of fa It
ThE
basis. I think that I'd have some problems as a purpose ｣ｯｭｾｬｩ･ｳ＠
very ｣ｬｯｳｾｔ＠
with the ｾｵ＠
Yi,
ｴｩＧｾ＠
consti tutional lawyer with that concept. I see
;. .... , ', -1 y '
, • ( 1",
. ｾ Ｂ＠
"
ssoc a 0 ..
'some real difficulties in terms of where do you' J'1. " . L. ca . . La,'/' ',' , () '- '. Ttle ... "ay these articles
Continued on Page
Page '8

accessors, from Wisconsin and NYU. We had no
ｾｯｲｫＭｳｴｵ､ｹ＠
program. We had no financial aid proｾｲ｡ｭＮ＠
You should read the issues of the Voir
ｾｩｲ･＠
even three years ago. We had no federal
ｾｵ｡ｲｮｴｹ＠
program. We had nothing. And I suppose
ｾｯｫｩｮｧ＠
back and again being human, I think, my
Pod look at what we've done and almost killed
purself in the process, and yet we don't seem to
f
.
..
.
have any more student sympathy or interest or
·are subject to the o:;tc:tl..turJ powers granted to ｴｨｾｯｮ｣･ｲＭ＠
that that should be the criteria.
Board of Directors. That is pretty much the in- ｵｴ＠ｾ
I have discovered one thing. When I was in
'structional aspect, the academic aspect of this
ractice you got your reputation and after two or
law school and practically every law school that
hree years, that reputation stayed with you un:5 accredited by the American Bar Association, an ess you made some very serious and stupid
the Association of American Law Schools.
lunders. But here, you make your reputation ove
gain every ye ar.
DO YOU THINK AS DEAN AND AS PROFESSOR THAT
GRADES ARE REALLY ANONYMOUS AT HASTINGS?
* * * * *

Interview: Anderson

Yes I think they are. We had a problem a
IN ADDITION TO THOSE AREAS DISCUSSED ABOVE
couple of years ago, before I became dean; it's
IN THE TAPED INTERVIEW, DEAN ANDERSON ALSO EXabout three years ago now. We have prided ourPRESSED HIS WILLINGNESS TO MEET MORE OFTEN WITH
selves on our anonymous grading system. In fact, S'l'UDP.NTS IN EITHER REGULAR OPEN MEETINGS, AS WAS
we have been so careful lately that when we went HELD LAST FRIDAY, OR AT MORE INFORMAL REGULARLY
to the optional grading system we did not even
SCHEDULED GATHERINGS. THOSE STUDENTS WHO ARE
permit the faculty to know who had opted for pass- ｾｊｍｉｌａｒｙ＠
INTERESTED ａｾ＠
ｅｎｃｏｕｾｮｄ＠
TO EXPRESS
fail or the four tier system on the ground that
THEIR DESIRE IN THE LAW -NEWS AND TO CONTACT CLIF!
there was some student feeling that perhaps ｴｨｾ＠
LAU OR CAROLE BRILL SO THAT THESE MEETINGS CAN
faculty would be prejudiced which was completely DR ARRANGED. ANY OTHER IDEAS OR COMMENTS ON THE
tflthout baSis. But here ｡ｧｾｩｮ＠
unfortunately")u TOPl CS DISCUSSED IN THE ABOVE INTERVIEW WILL BE
live with the realities of an 1mage or an ｩｭｰｾ･Ｍ
ＺｲｭｾＧｌｃｏｍｅｄｂｙｔｈａｎｗｓ＠
__________________""-d
3ion, not with the facts. So all the faculty .
nembers just graded and then they were transposed
into the system that the student desired.
THIS ALL FLOWS THROUGH MRS. ALBRIGHT THEN,
DOES IT NOT?
Yes.
WOULD YOU BE OPEN TO LETTERS FROM STUDENTS
NOT NECESSARILY COMING THROUGH YOUR OFFICE AND
BOMBARDING YOU, BUT WRITTEN STATEMENTS FROM STUDENTS PERHAPS CONTESTING THAT BELIEF (THAT GRADES
ARE ANONYMOUS) BASED ON SPECIFIC INSTANCES?

Look No Further
It's All At

HASTINGS
I BOOKSTORE

I am open to letters from anybody. I ｴｨｩｮｾ＠
you know me well enough to know that if I had my
way I would see nothing but students. More students see me than have seen the last 10 deans
combined I think. And much to the concern sometimes of the faculty and Board of Directors that
I'm killing myself and finding that I'm spending
ali hours of the day and night and weekends working on everything from the budget which is a year,
round process now, recruitment of faculty, interviewing prospective faculty members • • • the
whole process. Someone said facetiously the othel
day that this school has killed my three predecessors and I'll be darned if it's going to kill
'. fourth one. It is the Association of American.
:" a\'1 Schools Committee which last spring came out
f \ ｾｨ＠
a report in which they gave this school very
ｾ Ｎ＠
il . grades, but pointed out that the dean's
/J,f; tion at Hastings was probably the most difIJcult job of any educator •
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r HAVE OTHER' SPECIFIC QUESTIONS BUT NOW I
gAS WONDERING IF THERE loJAS ANYTHING ELSE YOU .
:ratJLI) LIKE TO ADD FROM WHAT HAS COME OUT IN THE
v.AST WEEK OR SO THAT YOU THINK IS STILL SUBJECT TC
. 'USPICION AMONG THE STUDENT BODY?
I don't suppose we ｣ｾｵｬ､＠
ever destroy sus;licion. How could you de.ltroy suspicion? Sus:>iclon is based upon individual experiences either
it the hands of fellow students or a faculty member or a staff member or someone. I suppose th8t
we are all guilty of saying things, often times
because of shere physical exhaustion, because of
the amount of work we do. But you see, the comI plexity of this whole operation has increased-ｾｮｯｴ＠
doubled, but increased many times over, beCQuse we have gone from what was a very, very
.
. structured program, even three years ago, where
i practIcally all the courses were required, and
i there were very few electives. When I came to
Hastings seven years ago there were three electives. In many ways, if you want to talk about
\ effIciency of operation, that is a beautiful system. Evp.rything was required, every student fits
I into a slot, and that's it.
If you have ｳ･｣ｴｩｯｮｾ＠
he or she stays in that section all the way
through law school and that's life. We had nr.
placement operation, we had very few electives •
.ｾ＠ came trom a dIfferent backgrOund ｴｨ｡ｮｾ｟ｑ･］ＭＱｬ
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COMMENT
HOW WOULD YOU FEEL?
Think about the normal tension and fear surrounding exams. Think about knowing that everything rides on one set of exams for you in particular. Then consider being told which courses
you have to take. That you may not, as does
every other second or third year student at
Hastings, elect which courses you want to take.
And that, in addition, you have to take an examination mid-year in constitutional law when no
other student in the class i$ required to do so.
Think about having your exams singled out and
graded separately when the professors grading
them kpow in advance that you've done poorly before in other classes. Think about getting a
50 from one professor (becoming famous for 50s),
but passing everything else. Think about getting
a cumulative average under these conditions of
67, or 68, or 69. (The number does not matter.)
Think about appealing for reconsideration to a
committee made up of some of the very persons who
gave you these low grades. And then going before
the whole faculty and pleading for readmission.
When no one knows what standards they'll apply
or how they make their decision •
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Think about being flunked out by Hastings
under these conditions and trying to get back in •
How would you feel? This is what has happened to
seven students. And this could happen to any of
us.

.-. ....

-

Editor:

Maybe you don't care about the LEOP program.
And maybe, unlike some others of us at Hastings,
you personally do not feel that the law school
has a responsibility to open up the legal profession to those who have been traditionally and
systematically excluded. Maybe you even think
that the grades you get are always a valid indication of your knowledge. Perhaps you just
want to come and go everyday like a commuter; you
think yourself invulnerable and what has happened
to "them" could not happen to you. You are wrong:

I have no quarrel with the review of the
H.A.S.H. book by Sid Wolinsky in the most recent
issue of the Law Journal. The major points he
raises are not questioned here, but must be
fanswered by each student for himself. What is
crucial now is that we recognize the continuing
importance of the evaluation of professors by
students.
This is an opportunity of input into the decision making process of the college in an area
that affects students as much as any here. Such
opportunities for us are few. We must seize them
where we can and exercise them as best we can.
The 1971 H.A.S.H. book represents a start. It is
a flawed document. But it has the great potent
tial to be accepted by the entire college community as a mechanism for review of the quality of
the legal education available at Hastings. To
accomplish this we need the concern of the entire
student body, and the active participation in the
preparation of the evaluation by as· many ｳｴｵ､･ｾ＠
as possible. One of the failipgs of last year s
.A.S:H. book was just this: There was too great
burden on too few people to do too much work,
NO not enough people filled out questionaires.

All of us should understand that the standards--or better, the lack of standards or guidelines or understanding recently displayed could
happen to anyone of us any other time. This has
not been just a case of trying to save seven LEOP
students. Alice Bell, President of the Black
aw Students Association, stated it best at the
second open meeting in the Commons when she said
hat those of us who care shouldn't be putting
ny halos on our heads. She said, "The things
affecting us are affecting you. Only as ｕＸｾ＠
they hit Black people harder." Think about 'it.

I
.

If all this sounds like a pitch, it is. We
are starting work now on this year's Evaluqtion,
and we need people to help. Without your help we
will not have a valid evaluation, and could posSibly lose this chance to effect the process and
gain greater involvement and power in the future.
So if you'd like to help in the compilation of
the 1972 H.A.S.H. book, contact me or leave a note
in my box in the A.S.H. office, room 205.
Bart Kronfeld
Class Representative, II-C

Food n' Stuff

FEDERAL RESTAURANT, 94 McAllister, S.F.
weekdays, 7 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Open

The Federal Restaurant on the corner of
McAllister and Leavenworth is a place where more
people from school have been going lately. They
have a few really good values on food. There is
an 89¢ breakfast special which includes bacon or
sausage, 1 egg, hash browns, toast and jelly and
coffee. They also have a 99¢ soup and sandwich
special where the sandwich choices include roast
beef, roast chicken, ham, hamburger, or salami.
They also serve chinese food with most of the
individual plates costing $1.10 and the combination specials (i.e. chow mein, fried rice and
sweet sour pork or barbeque spare ribs) c o s t ,I
$1.35. While this restaurant does not seem to
specialize in "atmosphere," I'd recommend it f'ort
lunch; it has t.o beat the school ｣｡ｦ･ｴｲｬｾＮ＠
Page
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BENEATH THE BUBBLE:

Love Story After Love Story After Love Story • • •
by B. Hall
C. Brill

You have dropped us here and here we sit
Beneath that thin membrane of spittle, the spittle of the dead
And bombed out.
I am only in Thailand where the black birds are launched.
Imagine painting a plane black or submarines
And youngsters watching.
We sit here as drunks on a Sunday afternoon, brilliantly sunny
Of course, in the Bowery.
And the women--young girls sit with us.
They have come from the forests to the north, teak forests, and from
The gulf to the south, where there is fish and clear salt water shallows.
At a very young age they have accepted the ｾｩｦ･［＠
sweet dry sheaths.
It is late and heads are dropping on the bar and the waitresses
Are picking up cigarette stained glasses.
One girl lets her full mane of long black shining hair fall, drop
Back behind her chair as she tilts her head and looks up
Staring at the crusty stinking ceiling of the IIHeavenly BarIl-She murmurs faintly in clear English, IINobody loves me. 1I
The hard Asian bitch has embarassed me
And I know she is right
That soon I will be leaving, we will all be leaving
And that she is make believe;
That in the hard core crotch of the night
As I whispered my love
I knew how far I was from America;
Beneath the bubble it was all a fairy tale.
A silver grey bubble, the color of smoke, the color of the Mercedes
Chauffered by someone's brother for the gold-toothed man in the back.
Thailand was run from the back seat of a big grey Mercedes.
Bangkok for sale, the primate city of all you urbanologists
And all your liberal minds.
This place they call Southeast Asia does not exist.
You have labeled it and made believe that the King loved you
For your money and your gifts. This sweet primitive netherland
Of the Buddhist, the long gone elephant's head of incense and flower.
This is the rice paddy of the world; this is not a place for
Intellect or learning, for doctrine; this is a place for
Survival, a place for death.
She is heavy with child, this girl, and sips her drink.
She wanders off to the slot machines to spend her money,
Green American money.
Her baby will be very beautiful; Eurasian babies are.

PLEA BARGAIN

THE POETRY OF MISTER WICKERS

RALPHY
Ralphy threw a beer can
Into the virgin wood.
Held had it with ecology,
But hell, he felt real good:
He zipped another pop-top,
And swilled those suds on down.
Ran a couple of red lights
In the middle of the town.
About this time Miss Annie
Was walking with her dog.
Old and blind and wrinkled,
She looked just like a frog.
Ralphy squashed her flat,
DOing ninety-five.
There was no doubt when the cops got there
If Annie was alive.
But Ralphy played it cool,
And he did get away.
So Ralphyls throwing beer cans
Into ｾｨ･＠
wood today.
-

Rodney stole an XKE,
ｲｴｩｮ＠
copped a Cad.
Rodney somehow had gone wrong,
Martin was plain bad.
ｩｾ

Rodney got a lawyer,
Martin got a deal.
Martin's doing two to ten,
Rod won his appeal.
GRANDPA
Grandpa beat a murder I in 1932.
This is how he did it, you can do it too.
The victims name was Nunzio,
A. squealer from the start;
Grandpa caught ,im in a bar,
And stabbed him in the heart.
Gramps bought D.A.s, he bought the judge, he
bought the jury too.
It cost him thirteen million bucks, in 1932.
yours,
ＬｾｉＮｩ＠
Billy Wickers
ｓｩｮｾﾥ･ｬｹ＠

ｐ｡ｾ･＠
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The characteriRtics of these later models
are amazing. Completely automated, they walk and
talk. They are programed to look up at the class
two times an hour. By next year, barring technical difficulties, their eyes will light up each
time a student explains a case using at least
three Latin phrases! In the spirit of the commonsense functionalism of modern technology, the
programers devised a single response by the
R.O.B.O.T. to every possible student question. IT
a warm voice, the teaching aid looks up and gently
says: "Well, I think you will be able to underby
stand this point if you take a look at 35 Cal. 2d
Geno Peretti
841, 79 u.s. 653, 18 A.L.R. 301, 47 Harv. L. Rev.
80, 84, 42 U.S.C. 81912, and Black's Law DictionAt long lact, we of the Students of Hasting;:; ary." Every three weeks the citations are changec
for an Exciting Educational Process (S.H.E.E.P.) to promote student interest.
have concluded our investigation of the quality of
the educational experience here at Hastings. ConIn response to a number of inquiries receivec
trary to our expectations, we found the education-from students since our committee's report, we
al techniques employed at Hastings radically in- must say that there is absolutely no truth to the
novative, strikingly advanced, and downright awe- recent rumor that every last real professor has
inspiring.
been replaced by a R.O.B.O.T. system. There is
,
evidence that a few teachers are still around who
1
This is all due to the fine work of our main-are providing warmth and understanding, and are
I,tenance crew.
capable of communicating their knowledge in a sti
mulating manner. Hopefully, our further investiThis is all due to the fine work our mainten-gations will enable us to discover the identity 0
ance crew is doing behind a nondescript locked
these people.
idoor in the basement. Yes, the reason we never
lsee our janitors when we need them is because
In the meantime, we must conclude that stujeight hovrs a day they are cleverly manufacturing dent dissatisfaction with teaching methods and
teaching aids--designated by the code name
boredom with the curriculum is entirely unwarrant
ｉ ｾＮｏｂｔ＠
(Randy Old Barristers Outstripping
ed. Hastings has a radical new approach to teach
ｾｩｭ･ＩＮ＠
It is our pleasure to reveal that the
ing that is absolutely certain to succeed--once
students at Hastings are blessed with that cyber- the technical difficulties get ironed out. Our
ｾ･ｴｩ｣＠
marvel, the teaching automaton! These com- considered recommendation to A.S.H. is that a
puterized professors have been used at Hastings
crash research program be established to enable
ｾｩｴｨｯｵ＠
detection for the past twenty years. To students to keep pace with the administration's
ｾ･＠
sure, there were occasional rumors in the be- brilliant educational program: we must develop
ｾｩｮＬ＠
but the replacement of the old protostudent robots! With class time devoted entirely
vypes (those with the tell-tale electrical cords to electronic age marvels on both sides of the
)lugged into sockets located at the right hee.l,)
lecturn, perhaps the real people at Hastings,
ｾｩｴｨ＠
the fully self-contained solid state elecstudents and professors, could enjoy a legal edｾｲｯｮｩ｣＠
units we have today, completely dispelled ucation.
ｾｬ＠
suspicions entertained by the more perceptive

Is There Education

at Hastings??

t'

ｒｴＺｾｬｮｰＮ＠

The LAW NEWS
Wishes Everyone Taking

the BAR This Week

GOOD LUCK!
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